with this new operating mode.
Learning could now truly begin. Working in classrooms much larger than those in the U.S., Bangalore's teachers are seldom able to help individual students even if they get stuck, though classmates quickly recognize when their fellow students need help and come to their aid. An early discovery with the XO was that students mastered arithmetic in one-third the time and retained vocabulary drills far longer. Research also found that boys, as well as girls, begin to exhibit cooperative rather than competitive behavior in games and problem-solving sessions on the machines.
Microsoft Labs built a simple reference model-MultiPoint, available as a software development kit-that has since been adapted for teachers in the U.S. and anecdotally found to have similar educational value (http://www.microsoft.com/unlimitedpotential/TransformingEducation/MultiPoint.mspx).
MediaX researchers often find analogous dichotomies between designer functionality and the intended user community at a more systemic level than those usually considered by HCI designers. These techniques, coupled with Kraemer et al.'s excellent coverage, provide additional skills and approaches to the ACM design community. charles house (past president of Acm), Stanford, Ca Technologists have a moral duty to ensure that their activities contribute to solving the problems at hand and not diminish other, better, solutions. In this light, the analysis by Kenneth L. Kraemer et al. (June 2009 ) was helpful in articulating some of the dangers that befall technology projects in subSaharan Africa where establishing a vibrant education system in rural areas is a wholly different proposition from its counterpart in urban areas. Schools even a few kilometers from a large town have markedly less-developed infrastructure than those in town. The result is that education often must wait until children are old enough to walk those kilometers to the nearest school.
Try to imagine what OLPC project success would look like in such a context. A typical rural school is constructed with great commitment by the local community but consists of only mud walls, tin roof, and muddy floors. It has a thousand students but no running water, electricity, sanitation, or food service or even enough pens and paper. It is staffed by surprisingly dedicated but inadequately trained, underpaid, and undervalued teachers. Now imagine that the same school receives a large stock of laptops (even if specially designed) that promise a pedagogical revolution. I find such a prospect laughably unrealistic.
It was therefore surprising to read that initial OLPC trials should be conducted in Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia, through a large-scale deployment (50,000 XOs), presumably much of it in rural areas. This imposes on the government an unrealistic expectation to establish a technical-support infrastructure, satellite distribution of digital books, and large-scale teacher-training program. This in a country that invests heavily in improving school enrollment and dramatic university-expansion programs but has difficulty ensuring enough textbooks for its children.
All Several of his students refine and modify it over the next few years, publishing their work in various conference proceedings. Another of his students identifies a crucial application of the work. Finally, Prof. Fragment gives an invited lecture at a major conference, covering the full story supplemented with compelling empirical evidence. Unfortunately, the lecture is not accompanied by a paper. Now everyone wants to use the powerful new technique, asking Prof. Fragment for permission to spend a sabbatical term with him at Jigsaw University. He is able to accommodate only one old pal, while everyone else makes do with his group's five conference papers and the online slides of the invited talk. This typically consists of more than 100 pages of material with overlaps, omissions, and contradictions, because each paper represents a different stage of the overall work.
Prof. Fragment would do the CS community a service by publishing his technique in one coherent journal article, presenting the method, together with refinements, applications, and empirical results. But if he were to write such a paper, some referees would likely recommend rejection on the grounds it contained nothing new.
Lawrence c. Paulson, Cambridge, England
Begin with an Author's Response to Reviews We agree with Ken Birman's and Fred B. Schneider's Viewpoint "Program Committee Overload in Systems" (May 2009) regarding the shortcomings of the conference-review system. A key factor is the lack of incentives for authors to submit their best possible papers, leading, as Birman and Schneider described it, to yet more submissions, along with larger program committees to accommodate them, overworked volunteer program-committee members, and less-informed decisions, as these members are able to read only a small percentage of all submissions.
To discourage repeated submission of the same manuscript-often unchanged -to many different conferences, we propose a simple solution: require that all conference submissions provide two things:
History. A review history of the submission that includes the previous venues to which it was submitted, along with the submitted versions and the reviews the authors received; and
Summary. An explanation of how the authors addressed the concerns cited in previous reviews.
This approach would allow program committees to build on the expert knowledge of the previous review committees where the level of expertise might have differed from their own. Broadly used, it would reinforce the argument that publishing in a CS conference is like a journal publication in other disciplines. It also means authors are further motivated to address or rebut the concerns cited in previous reviews, resulting in a better understanding of the concerns. Finally, authors would be discouraged from "shopping the paper around" until it meets the bar of a particular program committee, encouraging them instead to prepare an acceptable manuscript before its initial submission.
Though this requires extra work by authors at submission time, that work is worth the benefit ultimately received. The concern that some authors might not disclose previous submissions can be addressed the same way simultaneous submissions are treated-by clearly stating the policy and consequences for violating this trust.
Changing the existing system is not difficult. All it takes is one programcommittee chair doing an experiment. If it's a good idea and works, others will follow. If not, it will get everyone thinking about alternatives. Using an author's response to reviews is a recent innovation but is already widely used in the CS community.
